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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
Scientific Spam,
21 June 2016

By email: rocket.scientist@scientificspam.net

Re: Spam Lists
Dear Sirs,
This matter has been passed to the attention of the Marcus Evans legal
department. It is our understanding that you have again added our domain
marcusevansuk.com (“the Domain”) to your spam list despite our previous
notification that this is a legitimate business domain. We can confirm that the
Domain is used as a transactional business domain and therefore you are
interfering with the legitimate business interests of Marcus Evans.
Marcus Evans takes your interference very seriously and if you wish to avoid
further action, we request that you provide the following undertakings to us by
return email within the next 5 days:1

That you or your agents or licensees, will immediately cease and desist
listing the Domain on your spam list.

2

That you will not in future list any domain names associated with Marcus
Evans as spam.

Should you not comply with our demands, then Marcus Evans will take
appropriate legal action including but not limited to making an application for an
injunction in the courts to prevent any continued listing of the Domain as spam
and also to recover damages for the losses resulting from your unlawful actions.
Such proceedings will include a claim by Marcus Evans for the costs it has
incurred and will incur in respect of enforcing a removal which it is entitled to
expect you should have voluntarily complied with.
Please take notice that nothing in this letter constitutes a waiver of any rights or
claims, or defenses that Marcus Evans may otherwise have against you or anyone
acting in concert with you.
Yours faithfully,

Marcus Evans Legal Department
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